This brief introduces a novel way for CMOS APS crosstalk (CTK) determination and prediction based on our unique Sub-micron Scanning System (SSS) measurements. It enables the crosstalk magnitude determination, the tracking of its main causes, and can be used as a predictive tool for design optimization.
I. Introduction
This work reports on the pioneer use of our unique sub-micron scanning system (SSS) for diffusion/crosstalk measurements and characterization of focal plane CMOS APS arrays.
In CMOS APS [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] the pixel area is constructed of two functional parts: the sensing element itself (the photodiode in a silicon substrate), that has a certain geometrical shape, and the control circuitry required for readout. Electrical crosstalk is the phenomenon whereby photogenerated minority charge carriers generated within the nominal absorption/collection regions of a particular pixel undergo diffusion within the silicon substrate and are collected by a different pixel [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Pixel signal output is proportional to the product of the integrated photocarriers and the conversion gain. The pixel photosignal dependence on its geometrical shape (the photodiode active area and perimeter), that has been presented in [16] , enables behavior identification of different pixel types and quantifies the device geometry deviations effect on its overall performance.
In this work we propose a technique that allows a unique recording of the internal device behavior. It provides better understanding of the CTK limits in APS arrays and can enable better optimization of pixel design and imager performance.
II. The SSS system and CTK determination -experiment description
The SSS allows the combination of near-field optical and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques with standard electrical measurements and enables full point spread function (PSF) extraction for imagers via sub-micron spot light stimulation. This is unique to our system. It is capable to hit onto a well-defined point within the scanning area and focus the incoming parallel light (transferred through the confocal fiber tip, controlled by the AFM system) onto a spot of a desirable diameter size (e.g., 0. After integration and averaging over the pixel area (for the active pixel and its nearest and second step neighbors), the CTK is determined as the ratio between the active pixel output and one of its neighbors output. The summarized crosstalk results, the discussion and conclusions are presented in the following sections.
III. Crosstalk results -analysis and modeling
The obtained results show that there is an essential difference in the overall CTK obtained from each of the neighbors, i.e., the distribution of the values for the adjacent pixels is as presented in Fig. 2 , where the numbers indicate the position in the queue of the overall CTK result in relation to the others. Thus, the signal value obtained from the right nearest neighbor is the highest one, the upper pixel contributes the second highest result, etc.
We have found and show here that the crosstalk has a strong dependence on the particular pixel layout design. We make use of the fact that the generated overall signal is proportional to the pixel geometry [16] and could be presented as the sum of the main, i.e., the photodiode contribution itself, and the periphery contribution, due to the successfully collected diffusion carriers. In the simple case of CTK measurements the output signal depends only on the diffusion contribution, in view of the fact that the readout pixel is not illuminated while CTK is measured from its neighbor. In general, the output signal (from the readout pixel) is proportional to the lateral collecting area, the number of possible contributors, and to the distance that the carrier has to pass before it is collected by the photodiode : where V out stays for the output signal, P -represents the lateral collecting surface length (the depletion depth is constant, regarding the cross-section), A -represents the enclosed area, i.e., the area that contributes the prospective carriers, k, m -represent the pixels contributing to the CTK in correspondence to Fig. 3 ; n -represents the amount of the collecting surfaces, e.g., for pixels "1" and "2" n=3, while for pixels "3" and "4" n=1. This expression makes use of the axiom of additivity of the antithetical events. Based on the above approximation and the layout data we obtain, for example, that the output signals ratio between pixels "2" and "1" (corresponding to Fig. 3) 1 21.387
, while the measurement result is ~1.390. It should be noted that the surface leakage, and the non-ideal transmission rate of the overlayers are not included in the present analysis and are considered to be second order effects [17] .
We affirm thus that the CTK present within the pixel array is mostly caused by the certain pixel architecture and the pixels arrangement within the array. We therefore conclude that a reliable prediction of the CTK in the imager is possible; the proposed method based on the photoresponse model and the SSS exploitation (the PSF use) for CTK measurements enables both its magnitude determination and its main causes discovery, thus enabling design optimization per each potential pixel application.
IV. Summary
In this work a new method for CMOS photodiode crosstalk determination and prediction, based on our unique submicron scanning system measurements and the CMOS APS photosignal model [16] use, is presented. It reveals the CTK dependence on the pixel geometrical shape (the photodiode active area and perimeter) and the pixels arrangement within the array and brings out clearly the possibility of a design enabling minimum CTK, and thus can be used as a predictive tool for design optimization. The proposed model is process dependant, and further research is required for a process-based model [18, 19] . In addition, since this is the first model giving a quantitative value to the substrate influence, further model enhancements are expected to follow, including the possible application of crosstalk compensation for CMOS APS arrays. Fig. 1 . Basic pixel layout /cross-section example of an L-shaped active area pixel design. 
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